Chrysler town and country door lock problems

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Doors locked by themselves, with the keys
in the ignition and my son in his car seat in the back seat. Consumer stated while driving, the
windshield wipers came on without touching the controls. Also, the door latches activated while
the vehicle was in motion, even though no one had touched them. I feel that daimlerchrysler
should take action and change the symbol for the door lock, would appreciate your
investigating this. No warning alarms had gone off to indicate the door was not properly closed.
Prior to 15k miles, rear hatch on van will not open. Bounced back and forth between several
dealers and never repaired. All complaints and reair attempts are documented. Both power
locks on side doors do not function and both doors do not latch securely. Doors can be opened
even when security alarm is armed. Consumer shifted gear into park, but vehicle was not in
park ,it was still in drive. Consumer took vehicle to dealer, and is waiting for explanation of
cause. Right rear seat recliner assemblies were replaced due to a rattling noise. Sliding doors
don't always completely shut, while driving they will open, dealer states this is the design of the
door. Sliding door and hatch door shake loosely. At one point, doors opened up while
consumer was driving. Contacted dealer and the dealer noted that there was a rattle and made
an adjustment, but problem still occurs. In June consumer took vehicle to dealer because side
sliding door would not lock. Dealer fixed problem. Then, in January 01 while van was moving
consumer's daughter reaches from her seat and was able to pull door open. Contacted dealer,
and dealer said there was a new system that they could install for a high price or they could
install old system for a cheaper price. Driver's side sliding door lock is stuck in open position.
This is the 3rd lock failure on this door. The sliding door comes partially opened while driving.
Dealer replaced lock before problem exists again. Intermittently the sliding door on the
passenger's side will not open from the inside when the door latch button is pressed. Driver's
side sliding door latch failed, pushed unlock button, door would not open, manually opened
door. Sliding door latch failure, while the vehicle was in motion, the passenger's side sliding
door opened. Inside latch on sliding door will not engage and difficulty in opening from the
outside. The sliding door locked and could not be opened, the entire locking mechanism had to
be replaced. The sliding door automatically locks but does not open when hitting the button or
using the remote. Unable to open the sliding door on the passenger side, door latch failure, also
brake rotors malfunctioned, causing rear brake pulsation. Consumer experienced sliding door
latch failure. The latch has been repaired once. Consumer writes regarding complaint against
Chrysler the consumer stated the key fobs have been rendered inoperable as a result of the
sliding doors not working properly. Chrysler informed the failure was due to abuse. However,
the consumer believed it was due to a design flaw. At highway speeds driver's side sliding door
will open by itself. Also, the rear hatch will do likewise. Once the doors open, they will not close
manually or automatically for at least 45 minutes. Consumer state that the sliding door became
very difficult to close. In order to close the sliding door, one would need to make adjustments to
the latch before closing, ea While driving vehicle the sliding door opened on two occasions, on
Jan 10th and Jan 13th. Dealer installed a new rear latch. While traveling doors opened on their
own. On the driver's side sliding door is very difficult to latch. Please give detailed information.
All 5 door locks will unlock by themselves while vehicle is in use, causing a safety hazard.
Sometimes the door cannot be opened on the inside of the van. Someone will have to get out of
the van and open from the outside. Please describe the problem in more details. While driving,
at approx. Car Problems. Door Latch problems. Tailgate Latch problems. Hood Latch problems.
Perhaps no other style of car is more synonymous with family life in the United States than the
minivan. Millions of American families trust their minivans to transport their family safely every
single day. Despite longstanding complaints from owners of the vehicles, Chrysler and Dodge
have done nothing to address this issue. The most common complaint by owners is that the
sliding doors are locked shut and that they are unable to open the doors. Customers are unable
to unlock the doors either manually or electronically. This could be a terrifying situation should
the passengers ever need to exit the vehicle in case of an emergency. Customers also report
situations where they are unable to lock the car doors, despite manually and electronically
locking the doors. Customers are leaving their minivan assuming they have locked the doors to
the car. But when the customer returns to the car, sometimes hours or days later, they find that
they can open the door. They are able to go right up to the car door they thought they locked
and open it because the doors never locked properly in the first place. Customers complain that
they are unable to lock or unlock the doors by using their key fob or the electronic switch on the
inside of the car. Compounding this problem is the fact that these minivans use automatic
sliding doors. So, there is no way to manually lock or unlock the doors. There are also
complaints of loud noises coming from the car doors when trying to lock or unlock the doors.
Owners of the minivans report that these problems occur with anywhere from 24, miles to ,
miles on their cars. While it seems that most often the defect appears within 40, to 70, miles.

Although, the biggest concern is the safety issue that the defective door locks create, the
repairs necessary to fix the issue are quite costly as well. It appears that these repairs often
require replacing the door lock actuator, but it is unclear whether this is the cause of the defect.
Despite the high cost of the repairs, the real concern is the safety issue created by the defective
door lock system. The cost of repairs are one thing, but the more pressing issue is the safety
hazard the defect creates. Fortunately, it appears that this nightmare scenario has yet to occur
and that no injuries have been reported. Still, owners are being forced to pay for costly repairs
or continue operating their car with the possibility that the doors may not open or lock as
needed. Some owners report hearing loud noises from the doors when the automatic locks
engage while driving, reminding them that something is very wrong with their minivans. CCMS
always strives to hold the car manufacturers responsible for the defective products they sell.
The power locks on our van do not work for the front two doors, and the sliding doors. All is
well with the hatch in the back. I can't get the locks to work either from the intererior switch, or
from the key fob. If the doors are unlocked, then the sliding side doors work, but if they are
locked, they will not slide open even when using the control on the key chain. Any ideas on
what to look for? I've checked the fuses in the engine compartment, and they are all there and
healthy. The automatic locks will not operate from the remote key fob, but the sliding doors will
open and close with the remote. When trying to lock the doors using the key fob, the horn will
honk but the locks aren't moving. At Edmonds. This may be only a temp. I just pulled the fuse
this morning and everything works fine now. Think of it as a Microsoft update that most
computers "require" periodically. I canceled the appt. I had set up for Wednesday and will have
them enter the new code at my next regular service appt. Thank you to the last poster. I had the
problem with the locks on my Town and Country. I just went out and reset the 20A IOD fuse, and
it worked! Had the same problem. Just rolled out to the garage, pulled the fuse and replaced it.
Problem solved. Works like a champ. StudpidChrysler answered 9 years ago. I actually made it
to , miles, but now I'm having all the same problems. This is the first and last Chrysler I will buy.
Back to Hondas for me. Thanks everybody for the info. I'm miles from home when the door
locks stoped working. Not in one place long enough to get looked at. Did what you advised and
all is well. Thanks again everybody for taking the time to leave your comments. Alphonso
answered 9 years ago. Soccermomof4 answered 8 years ago. Thank you! Should have done a
more thorough inspection on the car. Went to the dealer today and they said I would have to
bring it to their service station about 45 mins from my house. This discussion saved me a trip!
That trick worked for me! I thought I'd gone back to the days when cars had only manual locks
Nightmare over now. Was it making sounds when you used the switches? Or Key fob , as mine
is making the sound. Hell I will pull the fuse and see if that works, wont cost anything. OlatheCat
answered 8 years ago. Is there a way to fix this without having to pull and replace the fuse all
the time? This quick fix only lasts a day or two, if that. Had to bring it to Chrysler. It was a
computer thing. A computer upgrade needed to be done. That's the only was to permanently fix
the problem. Thankfully my car was still under warranty so no charge. If you have one that tries
to move but wont quite lock. You can buy this seperate from latch. Valerie answered 6 years
ago. OlatheCat answered 6 years ago. Louis answered 6 years ago. Under the hood is one of
your fuseboxes, for the ECM, engine control module. I caught this fix and it worked for me But
the fuse was fixing it temporarily and the doors were not trying to open. If the actuator goes, it
make no sound. Pull the fuse, mine will work from a few weeks to months. Carlos answered 5
years ago. Siobhan answered 5 years ago. Tried it tonight, didn't work for me. I have to take the
car in anyway because the AC stopped working and recharging it lasted maybe a week! Jim
answered 5 years ago. I switched the fuse but that did not work. Maybe I need a software
upgrade? Wonder how much those are? Eric answered 5 years ago. I had the same issue with
the locks, pulled the IOD 20 amp fuse wiped it off put it back in and it worked, sounds like it still
needs a computer update but this temp fix worked great, appreciate all the posts I was chasing
my tail trying to figure this thing out. Inventpeace answered 4 years ago. May take BCM out and
reseat it times to clean the contacts. I swapped the identical switches from passenger to driver
side , no difference. May have to return car and get money back, as I can't live with this problem
of constant doors unlocking x day. On top of that the sales finance people flimflammed me by
saying since this was a "certified preowned with low miles" that I could get the full 10 yr k mi
"FACTORY " warranty,,, then they switched it to FIdelity a 3rd party warranty co may be very
difficult to claim any service needs. Beware, when they open their mouths out come deceptions.
NA answered 4 years ago. Had the same problem with my van -- the doors wouldn't lock. The
only way to make them work temporarily was to remove a yellow fuse under the hood and then
plug it back in. Solved the problem by taking the car to a Chrysler dealership. They programmed
a new code into BCM and now the doors work :. Will pass and will keep driving without auto
locks. Miles on town and country , Resetting is only a temp fix. I had the door lock problem and

changed fuse M38 door lock and it worked. Old fuse was fried. There was a 10A fuse in and I
replaced with a 10 A If it fries again, I will put in a 25A. What if both sliding doors are not locking
or unlocking with the remote? They both stopped working at the same exact time, so I don't
think it would be the motor or the wiring. You should also check the chassis ground wires. I
almost wore out my IOD fuse socket until I tried this fix. My has almost K miles so far it's only
the little things that need attention. Here is a link for the ground wire fix. Antman7 answered 3
years ago. The problem is corrosion of the ground wire at A. Clean both Left and Right sides.
The IOD is only a temporary fix. Chazmaximus answered 3 years ago. Cleaning the grounding
posts behind the front seats worked for me. Good call!! Jeffery L answered 3 years ago. My
right side sliding door will not UN lock unless I take a pair of pliers and pull up real hard. Tjapril
answered 3 years ago. Pulling the fuse didn't work, but cleaning the negative battery terminal
did. The black wire attached to the terminal bolt was corroded badly, probably never cleaned.
Used my trusty Dremel to clean off all the corrosion, and they work. Thanks to Antman7 for that
fix. GuruZ8HB4 answered 3 years ago. I tried the yellow fuse and it worked but only for a day. I
have had the BCM reflashed but I still have the problem. I cleaned the ground wires near the
front seats they were clean and good anyway still have the same problem. Any ideas.
GuruZ8HB4: If all else fails, you will need to replace the door lock actuators. Start with the
drivers front door. It is the most used and wears out first. Guru5ZKQG answered 3 years ago.
On Christmas Day while miles from home, our van wouldn't even attempt to turn over using key
fob or ignition switch. Radio would turn on, lights would turn on, and key fob would even open
sliding doors. However, the horn wouldn't work, door locks wouldn't work using either the key
fob or internal buttons. Even though my battery was only 2 weeks old, I placed it on a trickle
charger for a few hours just in case. No change. I disconnected and reconnected the battery and
still couldn't start the van. I disconnected the battery, shorted the cables together, and removed
the TIPM. Upon re-connecting the TIPM, I let it sit for another 30 minutes before plugging the
battery back in. Once I did that, I noticed my door locks began working and my van fired right
up! Although Christmas turned into frustration, I'm so happy to know I'm not showing up at a
dealership in a desperate state to make it home. I may still replace the van soon, but at least I
have time to make an informed decision. Tracy answered 2 years ago. I am interested to hear
that so many people have had this problem. I one by one pulled and reseated all of the fuses
and relays under the hood until I hit the right one. For the most part it keeps working. I do
wonder what a re-flash would do if it was working for 90K plus miles before it started. Another
lock issue is that my driver side sliding door has a lock that sometimes will not lock or unlock.
As someone mentioned before I would probably have to unlock it with pliers. But, recently, for
about a month it would not lock. On occasion, if I pull the fuse or screw with unlocking and
re-locking the locks, it frees up and starts to work again. The auto slider opener on it has also
stopped working. Once in a while it will pop the door open, but will not slide it. Yesterday all the
locks stopped and the fuse trick would not work. I tried it multiple times. Last night I pulled and
left the fuse out overnight and this morning put it back. The locks started working again, but the
amp on my radio stopped. The radio started working after I stopped and re-started the engine.
The van has almost k miles and I don't want to spend any money at a dealership so I have
learned to live with it. Any advice would help. GuruBCBV2 answered 2 years ago. I have a Grand
Caravan. Right slider won't lock, manually or with key fob or power locks. It's super hard to
move and I don't want to break it. About the same time the picture in the tv went out. I'll look
into the fuse but any other ideas? GuruB1S73 answered 2 years ago. GuruSB3ZV answered
about a year ago. GuruR2Q42 answered about a year ago. TnC answered 7 months ago. Will not
unlock, not even budge. Can't manually unlock either, will not even budge. Why can't I unlock
manually? The other sliding door works just fine with the manual lock working with no
problems even with the battery disconnected which makes me think it's in the linkage. Any
thoughts? I tried the fuse thing, no luck. All other doors work fine. I can't get the locks to work
either from the intererior switch, or fro Took to dealers and they cant find problem they
suggested replacing the PCM. Currently installed a power cut off system to save the battery.
The only time the door do not open on there own is if th It also will open with my key fob.
However, there are small buttons on the side of t Difficult to push the knobs down unless I push
the power lock inside the car or with the remote repeatedly. They don't pop up reliably. Has
been happening infrequently on alternating sides for mon I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Any ideas how to fix this? Power door locks don't work on front and sliding doors.
Report Follow. Anonymous answered 13 years ago. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.

Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. I got into my car and used my automatic key opener to open the rear passenger
door; it would not open. I tried to unlock it manually and it would not more. I finally got it to
move and it would open; however, it makes a noise when I lock it; and from time to time it will
not open and I have to open it manually again. When I am driving, this car automatically lock
once I start driving. Since this has occurred, it does not lock; causing a safety problem for me; I
have to remember to lock my door now. Personally my "Lemonade" is beginning to become my
"Lemon. Vehicle is a lease vehicle and they wont fix it. Never buying a Chrysler product again.
The sliding passengers doors on the driver side will not unlock. The sliding passenger door on
the opposite side will not lock. The rear seat rattles. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports replace door locks 1 reports Get free help with your
lemon! Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Be the first! Find a good Chrysler mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. A year after getting
our "seal of pretty good" for the , Chrysler turns around and delivers this crapwagon. This
minivan has problems ranging from rack and pinion steering failure to door locks that won't let
you out. And trust me, you'll want to get out. Door locks fail without notice leaving door
unlocked. Alarm goes off every time door is opened. Problem returns randomly, Never know if it
will last months or 2 days. Averages about a week or two. Left cargo door lock is not
controllable electrically with either the key FOB or driver's lock unlock switch. With the ignition
off and key out and nothing on, the car draws 0. If the car is not driven frequently, which is our
case, this results in a dead battery, having to jump start the car, and eventually having to
replace the battery. This is the third time with this problem. First time removing and replacing
the 20 amp IOD fuse temporarily cured the problem but subsequently had to be repeated. That
was 2 years ago, now the problem has reoccurred and removing the IOD fuse has no effect.
When a solution is available and it is widely understood that it can be easily fixed, I don't
understand why the automakers are slow to make it a recall item and satisfy the consumers. If it
was difficult or costly it is one thing, but this was a relatively easy fix, unfortunately, it is most
likely not a lasting fix. Cannot lock or unlock doors by inside lock button nor use key fob to do
same. Only one way to enter vehicle--Drivers door. No panic function--Safety-security.
Everything works on the key fob except door and panic buttons. Its been a real pain I have 9
Grandchildren and its a pain to have to worry about my stuff stollen. This is absolutely a known
problem by Chrysler: they have a fix. When the burning question as to what drove all of our own
citizens to buying Japanese and German cars, don't bother - just go on over to China and build
that crap for them; that's where our buyout funding went anyway. Thanks: I've consistently
bought new American cars over my entire adult life, only to feel like used toilet paper; now I can
go Honda, Subaru, Volkswagen,or Toyota with a clear conscience. I'm sick of feeling ashamed
over the crap we're building here in our own backyard - sorry, the crap we WERE building in our
own backyard. On an aside note, that new Tesla sure does show what we can do when we put
some pride and integrity into building something as second nature to an American as Blues or
Rock-n-roll. We've gasoline in our blood for pity's sake Hoooo-yahhh! Who builds all the
engines for the Indy ? That stout little guy who came to the table in the early s after he showed
us how to really build a motorcycle. That's right. The Honda motor company builds the engines
for the Indy During the life of my 6th new American Car - which was intended as "Mama's car"
and the family car, I had the opportunity to buy a 9 year-old Toyota van back before the Sienna
or the Previa - which was a revelation in the mini-van market; did you ever notice how many of
those damn things are still being driven? They got better than 23 MPG real world, and would
smoke any American mini-van If I was either of the "big three" American car manufacturers, I'd
slither off to China with my tail and some other more intimate anatomy tucked between my legs,
too. Remote and inside locks don't work. Do not know when the doors will lock or unlock. Have
to use the key to unlock any door while carrying groceries and then make sure to manually lock
all the doors when I leave. After 2 years of blissful service, my door locks stopped working on a
cold November day after I had to replace a dead battery. I bought the car used in August and
had no issues until the battery failure in November Well, the battery died right there in the
Costco fuel pumping bay after I filled that baby up. Bought the new battery and installed it right
there in the CostCo parking lot. I didn't notice until a few days later that my door locks weren't
actually working. I don't remember what tipped me off. I attempted to replace the fuse.
Whenever I press the keyfob, the horn chirps, but the locks don't work. Pressing the interior
door lock button doesn't work either. So, for 4 years I drove the van without working electrical
locks. It is a complete pain in the arse to lean over the front seat to get the passenger door
unlocked. And the poor passenger side sliding door is so neglected that it now works when it

wants to. I think this is a serious enough issue that Chrysler should give us all the software
reboot to the BCM free. This is the 2nd time the door locks have failed. Attempted to unhook the
battery and that fix did not work. For a brief 4 weeks, the power locks worked again after I
replaced my 4 year old battery. Then, whammo, that cold December afternoon, they stopped
working again. I think static got something. I had stepped out of the car -- with the keys still in
the ignition -- to take a walker out of the back. When I went to leave the car after parking it, the
door locks no longer worked when they had earlier that day. It is frustrating and this is a pain in
the arse. However, with 3 Grandkids and only one door that unlocks with a key is like I said in
my complaint is: "a pain in the ass". First repair a mechanic, I believed disconnected the
battery, and had me replace batteries in remote keys. Second time, I personally removed every
fuse from the relay box and reinstalled. How lucky was that, when it worked. Don't remember
the time of each fuse being disconnected. Thanks for your support, where dealers fail
miserably. It has been three weeks and so far so good. Starting happening a few months ago.
Now it is getting worse. Reset the IOD fuse will work a few days. My doors for a while will not
lock unless I do it by hand. It has been like this for a while but I just found this site to complain
Surprised at how many ppl have same issues as my van! So on top of all the other electrical
issues I am having, I can't lock or unlock my electric doors with the remote or with the door
button. All doors have to be locked manually. This has been a recurring problem. My van has
been "on fire" with some sort of electrical meltdown or burn out EIGHT different times since I
bought it brand new with 22 miles on it. The door locks being stuck locked is only the residual
effect that seems unable to be fixed. The dealer's solution is to undo the battery's cable so that
"no codes" show when a diagnostic test is run. I know of two other personal friends who own
this same van model who have similar issues in my area. Chrysler claims this is not a
widespread problem. I have stopped driving this vehicle and placed an emergency glass
breaking hammer inside the driver's door just in case I am ever stuck inside if the thing catches
fire again and the locks fail. I've had to reset the fuse a few times now. The fuse isn't bad, as it's
still working. However, I may replace it just for kicks. All you have to do is pull out the 20amp
"iod" fuse, then reseat it. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutio
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ns: not sure 13 reports pull out the 20A "iod" fuse, then reseat it 4 reports replace bcm body
control module 3 reports make a formal complaint to the nhtsa 2 reports pull fuse, then reseat it
1 reports reprogrammed the bcm module 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word.
Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. The IOD fuse is located in the fuse box
which is in the engine compartment on the driver's side. The 20amp IOD fuse is on the lower left
corner of the fuse panel when looking at the panel from the driver side. Chrysler has released a
software fix for the door locks on there vans. The dealer can flash the BCM to prevent this
problem from reoccurring. Find a good Chrysler mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Constant problem. Can pull the fuse, reset it and it work for a week at the most.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

